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### PART 1: Review Comments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reviewer's comment</th>
<th>Author’s comment (if agreed with reviewer, correct the manuscript and highlight that part in the manuscript. It is mandatory that authors should write his/her feedback here)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Compulsory REVISION comments** | • Clarify well how the ranking was done since it served as the primary basis in the identification if not also on the degree/level assessment of stressors. May as well further look into the clarification between identification and degree or level assessment.  
• The discussion of results be made richer and more scholarly convincing and wide-ranging to objectively establish the relevance of the subsequent conclusion/s and recommendation/s. Involve pertinent literature in the discussion.  
• The collected demographic profile data were deemed rich thus should be utilized significantly to deepen the discussion of the subsequent results.  
Inclusion of added details on the structure of the research instrument to clarify the analysis and presentation of data. |
| **Minor REVISION comments** | • Strengthen citations by including more global references but more especially from the home country and continent. Also, presented literature should be at least focused on the specific objectives.  
• Add necessary details to justify well the use of statistical tools like chi-square.  
• For the result section, discussions be done separately for the sources of stress, effects of stress, and stress management. |
| **Optional/General comments** | • Better organization and soundness of discussions be done.  
• Language editing may be needed.  
• This article is interesting that after substantial revisions are made by the author, it is more than publishable. |
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